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Dear Counselor:
This letter contains my certified report of my analysis and conclusions with respect to the authorship and
handwriting characteristics of the following document:
Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
K1:
K2:

Handwritten Note
Envelope with Printing
Page of Photographs with Handwritten Captions
Handwriting specimen sheet of Max Grabelsky
Eight Paid Checks (#s 101 – 108) drawn on the Account of Max Grabelsky

I examined original documents Q1, Q2, and Q3 at the Buffalo-Niagara District Attorney’s Office. Item
K1 is a document that was filled out by your client, Max Grabelsky at my office on August 19, 2009.
Item K2 consists of eight paid checks brought in and given to me by your client on August 19, 2009.
These items were provided as known samples of your client’s unrehearsed handwriting.
I understand from our telephone conversations that Q1 and Q2 were obtained by the District Attorney’s
Office from the evidence unit of the Buffalo-Niagara Organized Crime Task Force (OCTF) and that Q3
was obtained by the OCTF from the home of Max Grabelsky.
My first order of business was to examine Q1 to identify its salient handwriting characteristics. I looked
at how the individual letters were formed, their angle and direction of slant and how the letters comprising
each word were connected (or not, as the case may be). I also examined the numbers that appear to
represent a particular address. I examined this and all documents both with the naked eye and under
microscopic enlargement. After examining Q1, I examined and analyzed the handwritten captions on Q3
using the same criteria and methodology. I then compared the handwriting on Q3 with the handwriting on
Q1 to see if there were common patterns or characteristics between them. The handwriting on these two
documents was also compared with the handwriting on the eight checks in K2.
I understand from our conversations that the authorship of these documents is not in issue. Nevertheless,
one of my objectives in looking for common characteristics between and among the documents was to be
verify your client’s authorship.
I paid particular attention to the numbers representing years and ages that appeared on Q3 to evaluate
their characteristics and to determine whether there were common patterns or stylistic consistencies
between them. I then compared the numbers on Q3 with the numbers on Q1 to determine whether this
evidence confirms or refutes your client’s position that the address on Q1 is 76th Street rather than 19th
Street. The numbers on these documents were also compared to the numbers that appear on the eight
checks in K2.

On August 19, 2009, I had your client fill out K1 which is a handwriting specimen form modeled after
forms developed by the FBI and the Secret Service. Its purpose is to obtain a sample of the subject’s
handwriting and printing of letters, words and numbers so that they can be examined in their own right
and in comparison to other known writings of the same subject. The different words that appear on the
form are designed for the subject to write all of the letters of the alphabet in different orders and
combinations so that characteristics and patterns of the subject’s handwriting and printing can be
identified. While the form is filled out in a structured setting and format in which the subject is conscious
about the writing process (as opposed to everyday writings which tend to be performed spontaneously),
the form nevertheless provides a reasonably reliable sample or indicator of the subject’s true handwriting
and printing.
The handwriting on K1 was compared with the handwriting on Q1, Q3, and K2. The printing on K1 was
compared with the printing on Q2. The numbers written on K1 were compared with the numbers written
on Q1, Q3, and K2.
Findings and Conclusions
Q1: This is an entirely handwritten document that appears to be in the nature of a message. The letters
are written in cursive rather than in printed form. The letters of the first word and in fact, of all the words,
with the exception of “Branch” are connected in a continuous stroke from the first to last letters. The
initials appearing at the bottom of the note are also connected with one continuous stroke. Those initials,
like the introductory word at the top of the page, are connected with swirling loops.
The letters in Q1 are slanted somewhat from left to right and capital letters are used instead of lower case
letters to begin the words “Street” and “Branch”.
There are some inconsistencies in the way the same letters are written in different words. For example,
the word “at” is written with a “t” that is partially crossed with a separate horizontal stroke on the right
side of the vertical stem while the “t” at the end of “Street” is written in a continuous single stroke that
flows horizontally in a wavy line to the right of the vertical stem. A similar but lower and slightly flatter
configuration appears in the “h” at the end of the word “Branch”.
The first word, viewed in isolation, appears, at first glance, to be either “cop” or “cap”. As previously
noted, the middle letter has loops on both sides written in a continuous swirling stroke that connects all
the letters together. The loop on the left side is oval while the loop on the right side is smaller and more
circular in shape. The second loop is similar in stroke and shape to the upper loop of the second letter of
the initials at the bottom of the page. The middle letter of the first word appears almost heart-shaped on
account of the bilateral loops. The right-side loop is somewhat lower than what is commonly associated
(i.e. taught in elementary school), with a lower case “o” and somewhat higher than a lower case “a”. In
contrast the loop in the letter “o” in the word “now” is located at the top of the letter and there are no
internal loops on either side. The loop in the letter “a” in the word “at” appears more towards the lower
right side of the letter. The same is true for the letter “a” in the word “Branch”. However, that letter has
no visible inner opening probably because this note appears to have been written with a rather thick
nibbed marker pen.
This rather dramatic looping characteristic of the first word of Q1 appears in very few of the other
examined documents except perhaps in the second letter “o” of the word “Rolo” beneath the photo of the
football players in Q3. You’ll notice that the second “o” at the end of the word finishes with a swirling
coil that resembles a lower case letter “u” or even a pig’s tail. Also, referring to K2, the “o” in “auto” on
the memo line of check #104 has what appears to be a double loop. For these reasons I concluded within

a reasonable degree of certainty that the second letter of the first word in Q1 is more likely an “o” than an
“a”.
After comparing the writing style and letter characteristics of Q1 and Q3, it is also my opinion with a
reasonable degree of certainty that these two documents were written by your client. As a general
observation, the formation of the letters, the way they are connected and their slight left to right slant all
support this conclusion. More specifically, the capital letter “S” as it appears in the word “Strike” in both
Q1 and Q3 is virtually identical in shape and style. That is, they have a “swan-neck” shape with a loop at
the bottom which connects it with the next letter “t”. Still on Q3, the capital “S” in the words “Stars” and
“Spring” are configured in the same manner. Similarly, in K2, the capital “S” in “Support” on the memo
line of checks #101 and 105 have this same configuration. It is also noteworthy that the “S” in “Strike”
and “Stars” in Q3 are gratuitously capitalized like the “S” in “Street” in Q1. Also, the “m” in “me” in Q3
is also very similar to the “n” in “now” in Q1 in that both letters begin with a curved loop that starts above
and behind the main body of the letter. This looping pattern is also evident in K2 on the first letter “M” in
your client’s signature on all of the checks and in the capital letter “m” in “march” on checks #s 101,
102,103, 104 and in the capital “M” in “Mastercard” on check #102.
I should point out that Q3 and Q1 were written almost 30 years apart. While it is not uncommon for an
individual’s writing style to evolve or change somewhat overtime, your client’s handwriting, for the most
part, has remained remarkably consistent in style and letter formations. This observation is also
supported by the writing on K1 and K2.
I also compared the printing on Q2 with the printing on the left side of K1 concluded with a reasonable
degree of certainty that your client printed the words “Captain Kowalski” and “urgent” and that the
printing on K1 is a reasonable representation of your client’s printing. As a general observation, the
printing on both documents is clear, crisp and legible. The “A”s in “Captain” and “Kowalski” on Q2 are
al capitalized and they are pointed (rather than rounded off) as are the “A’s” in “lane”, “same”, “Auburn”
and “Attica” in K1. The only anomalies are the “A’s” in “Agent” and “Correctional Facility” in K1 which
are somewhat rounded off at the top. It is an accepted principle in the field of handwriting analysis that it
is not uncommon for the same writer to have slight variations in style. The word “urgent” on Q2 is
interesting in that while this word is printed, the first letter appears to have been written in cursive with a
swooping horizontal line on the upper left side. This “u” is very similar to the “u” at the beginning of the
word “Umphrey” on K3. It should also be noted that the cursive capital “Z” on K1 is very similar to the
capital “Z” in “Ziggy” and “Zeppo” in Q3. In addition, the letter combination “MG” that appears in your
client’s signatures on K1 and on all the checks in K2 is virtually identical to the initials appearing at the
bottom of Q1. These letters are combined such that the “M” flows into the top loop of the “G” which
then swoops down to form a larger loop at the bottom in a kind of an extended figure 8.
With respect to the address on Q1, it is my opinion within a reasonable degree of certainty from my
analysis of the documents that it says “76th Street”. The basis for this opinion is my examination of these
numbers in comparison to the numbers written on Q3, K1, and K2. As you will notice, the number “9”
appears in three places in Q3: 1) under the top photograph in the year “1974”; 2) under the lower left
photograph in the year “1975”; 3) and under the lower right photograph in the date “1997”. In each
instance, the number 9 is written with an open rather than a closed loop on the top and with a long vertical
stem. The same configuration can be seen the number “9” written on K1 in the street address, “169 Lois
Lane”; in the year of birth, “1959”; in the height, “5’9””; on the number line above the signature; on the

date line, “August 19th 2006” and in the address “9012 E. North Place, SE” on the right side of the form.
The same is true in K2 on the date “March 9” on check #104 and the amount “1900.00” on check #106.
In contrast, the number “6” is written on Q1 with a wider open loop and a shorter stem. The same
configuration appears in Q3 beneath the lower left photograph in the “(age 16)” entry under the word
“me”, and below the lower right photograph in the entry “(68th birthday)”. This formation of the number
“6” is also evident in K1 under the street address, “169 Lois Lane”; in the weight column, “165”; on the
number line; on the date line, “August 19th, 2006”; in the address “5678 S. West Blvd., NW” and “3456
W. South St., NE”. The “9” and the “6” written on the date line (August 19th, 2006) clearly illustrate the
difference between your client’s writing of these two numbers. This same pattern is also evident in the
“O’s” representing the year “2006) on all of the checks in K2.
With respect to the number “1”, it is evident from Q3 (“Fall 1974”, “age 16”, “Spring 1975”, and “June
1997”) and K1 (number “1” in the address “169 Lois Lane”; on the number line and in the date line,
“August 19, 2006”, and the address, “1234 N. East Ave., SW”) that your client writes his “ones” with a
slight hook at the top left of the stem. This is also evident in K2 on the date “March 1” on check #101; in
the amount “150.00” on check #102; on the date “April 10th, 2006 and amount “1900.00” on check #106;
and in the amount “150.00” on check #108”.
In some instances, such as in Q1: (“Spring 1975”, “June 1997”), and K1: (“1134 N. East Ave., SW” and
“August 19th, 2006”) the number “one” is almost indistinguishable from the number “7”. In other
instances, however, such as in Q3 (“Fall 1974”, “Spring 1975”, “June 1997”), and in K1 (“7” on the
number line), the number 7 has a small vertical line or hook dropping down from the horizontal line to the
left of the stem. This characteristic can also be observed in K2 in the date “March 7, 2006” on check
#103.
At first glance, the first number of the address on Q1 could be construed as a “1” since the line coming off
the vertical stem appears a wee bit short for a “7” and it slopes down at an angle instead of horizontally to
the left. Also there’s no small hook dropping down from the line. This same configuration is evident in
Q3 in the number “one” in “age 16” and on the date line of K1, “August 19, 2006”. However, the “7”
that appears in the date “April 7, 2006” on check #105 in K2 is virtually identical to the first number in
Q1. Furthermore, it is my understanding from our discussions, that there were only two possible relevant
addresses in this case, either “19” or “76”. Inasmuch as the second number on Q1 is, in my opinion, a “6”
and no a “9” based on the reasons cited above, it would make no sense for the first number to be a “one”.
Moreover, as noted above, it is not uncommon for individuals to have variations in their own style of
writing especially when they are writing in a hurry.
Accordingly, it is my opinion within a reasonable degree of certainty that the message on Q1 states:
COPStrike now at 76th Street Branch!
M.G.
I hereby certify that I relied on sufficient data (re: handwriting exemplars), to form my opinion, I utilized
the principles and methodology commonly relied on and accepted by experts in the field of handwriting

analysis and that I applied these principles in this case in a reliable manner based on my over 25 years of
experience in the field of handwriting analysis.
Thank you for referring this case to FKA Forensic Services, Inc. for forensic analysis. My invoice is
enclosed.
Sincerely yours,

Fran Kukla-Ali
Fran Kukla-Ali
President

